#1 People Platform for Enterprises that Expect More

Person + Position
Management
Don’t Be Fooled by Other Systems

Person + Position Management
ORGANIZATIONAL VISIBILITY & CONTROL
Most HR-Payroll software systems are employeebased. This means position information (e.g., sales
manager) is housed within the employee-record
(e.g., Jane Doe). When a person leaves the
organization or changes jobs, the position
information is typically lost or no longer visible.
SyncHR is different. Our patented core was built
with an additional layer of architecture, storing
employee data and position data separately and
linking them together.
As a result, you get a more accurate, real-time
view of the people and positions that make up
your organization.

Why does this matter?
Since most systems are built with a single-layer
architecture, a breakdown often occurs when an
employee leaves the organization. When the
person leaving is deactivated, the position
information is deactivated as well. This prevents
organizations from seeing open or ”unoccupied”
positions. It can also lead to workflow breakdowns.
SyncHR eliminates this blind spot by tracking
positions and people separately, giving you better
visibility across your organization. It provides more
accurate reporting, while ensuring processes
continue to flow.
SyncHR also allows point-in-time reporting on
positions and people, which allows you to view
what your organization looked like last week, last
month or last year. You can even use it to help run
staffing projections or scenarios, and plan for the
future.
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COMMON USE-CASES & BENEFITS
Staffing Control: SyncHR’s separate people and positions architecture allows
reporting on unfilled and occupied positions over time (Past, Present & Future). This
allows you to see your complete staffing levels across the org, including how
many open positions you have. You can even look into the future to see how
many open positions you’ll have in the future and plan ahead.
Financial Budgeting: SyncHR’s architecture also allows organization to budget by
position, not just by employee. This is especially important for finance, compliance,
and other complex reporting needs. And because SyncHR reporting supports
data across both the position and person, you can easily see Budget-to-Actual
metrics without having to merge data from multiple places. Most systems can only
give labor metrics based on actuals, missing the budget component entirely.
Organizational Charts & Reporting: With SyncHR’s person and position architecture,
your Organizational Chart won’t collapse as people enter and leave. SyncHR
clients can view the status of all positions (both occupied and unoccupied) at a
glance without moving from the HR module for “Filled Positions” over to Recruiting
for “Open Positions”. This is especially important for businesses whose workforce
fluctuates throughout the year.
New Hire Automation: Many systems can support new hire onboarding (aka
electronic new hire paperwork) but org structure rules must be setup again and
again as each new hire comes into the company. Because SyncHR managers
people and positions separately, position or job-specific permissions and process
rules can be maintained at the Position layer so new hires automatically inherit
advanced configurations such as Benefit Plans, GL Coding, Program, Cost
Center, Time Off Plans, Funding Source, Timesheet Displays, Pay Profiles, and
Security Access based on the position. SyncHR can also automate setup so
administrators are not bogged down resetting configurations as employees
constantly stop-and-start in that position.
Termination Automation: Because each position remains a separate entity, you
will never have an orphaned employee when a manager leaves. In most systems,
the position goes away when a manager leaves so the direct reports must be reassigned to a new manager, sometimes one-by-one, in order to keep the
approval workflows and reporting structures working. Then when the manager
position is re-filled, the downline employees must be re-assigned again. SyncHR
intelligently re-routes workflows and approvals automatically.
Data Accuracy: SyncHR position and person architecture truly automates data
relationships to keep the organizational structures and data sets up-to-date
without relying on administrators to manually adjust the system as people records
change.
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